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Essential Skills for the Administrative Professional: 
 

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

Emotional intelligence is about understanding your emotions and developing empathy towards others. It is a 

skill that all everyone should possess. 

 

Emotional intelligence is a way of talking about our ability to relate and engage well with others. It is a 

combination of our interpersonal, communication and interpretive skills. 

WHY IS IT VALUABLE? 
 

The ability to understand and regulate your own emotions helps you stay calm under pressure, and staying 

calm means making rational and considered decisions.  

 

Once in possession of a high level of emotional intelligence, you lead and assist colleagues in being balanced 

and effective as well. This builds confidence in teams, and boosts morale.  

 

This presence of security and reason is also essential for crisis management and conflict resolution, and a key 

ability sought in leaders, no matter what industry they work in. 

 

There are two types of emotional intelligence, both of which are important to the success of individuals and 

businesses more broadly: 
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The ability to understand and work with our own emotions. Self EQ includes knowing the range 
of emotions we experience, what their triggers are, managing them and the strategies we use 

to motivate ourselves. 
 

Self EQ includes self-awareness, self-regulation and self-motivation. 
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This is the ability to recognise other people’s emotions, express genuine empathy and manage 
relationships. 

 
It includes social awareness, social skills, leadership and conflict management. 
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Essential Skills for the Administrative Professional: 
 

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

HOW TO IMPROVE EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
 

Look and listen:   

So much of emotional intelligence is about understanding how other people feel in different 
professional or workplace situations, so it pays to spend time simply watching and listening to 
improve your emotional intelligence in the workplace.  
 
What conversations happen between employees when performance reviews are announced?  
 
Does body language give anything away about how staff manage in stressful periods? Being 
attentive and responsive to both the obvious and subtler signs that employees express will 
help you understand their patterns and triggers, and be able to offer consolation, support or 

advice as the situation demands.   

Take it from the 
best:   

Who in your team or department has great emotional intelligence? Look for colleagues who are 
compassionate and trusted by others, or managers who lead engaged, happy teams.  
 
If you are looking to improve your emotional intelligence, learning from others is one of the best 
ways to do so. 

Find a course:   

You can participate in formal learning to improve your emotional intelligence. Whether online, 
in person or through your organisation.   
 
If you prefer structured learning and want to know more about emotional intelligence in the 
workplace, investigate the wide range of courses and training available. 

 

Emotional intelligence is something employees in all industries 

should seek to possess and improve on throughout their career.  

 

While not often requested specifically in job ads and role 

descriptions, consider it an essential skill for every role you apply 

for as you develop and seek positions in management or senior 

leadership teams. 
 

https://www.roberthalf.com.au/career-advice/interview/body-language

